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Abstract: Detecting and controlling illegal websites (gambling and pornography sites) through ille-

gal domain names has been an unsolved problem. Therefore, how to mine and discover potential 

illegal domain names in advance has become a current research hotspot. This paper studies a 

method of generating illegal domain names based on the character similarity of domain name struc-

ture. Firstly, the K-means algorithm classified illegal domain names with similar structures. Then, 

put the classified clusters into the adversarial generative network for training. Finally, through a 

specific result verification method, the experiment shows that the average concentration of the gen-

eration algorithm is 23.82%, the effective concentration is 63.54%, and the expansion rate is 7.5. By 

comparing the results with the enumeration algorithm, the generation algorithm has greatly im-

proved in terms of generation efficiency and accuracy. 

Keywords: illegal domain names; K-means; generation algorithm; adversarial generative network; 

enumeration algorithm 

 

1. Introduction 

According to the “Facts and Figures” [1] released by the ITU, as of December 2021, 

50.8% of Internet users have encountered harassment from a series of illegal websites, 

such as illegal gambling and pornographic websites. Illegal websites bring huge property 

losses, serious privacy leaks, and mental torture to many netizens. 

The domain name is one of the essential identity characteristics of the website. Cur-

rently, illegal domain name mining is not accurate and efficient. Therefore, the primary 

purpose of this paper is to study a method for generating illegal domain names through 

illegal domain name structures. 

This comprehensive generation algorithm aims to improve the number and effi-

ciency of illegal domain name generation. Firstly, this paper uses the K-means algorithm 

to cluster the illegal domain names with similar structures to generate various illegal do-

main name clusters. Since the number of illegal domain names exceeds 10,000, this study 

optimizes the K-means algorithm, improving classification accuracy and efficiency. Fi-

nally, bring these clusters into a sequence confrontation generation network (SeqGAN) to 

obtain a batch of potential illegal domain names. The experiment shows that the average 

concentration of the generation algorithm is 23.82%, the effective concentration is 63.54%, 

and the expansion rate is 7.5. The following sections will introduce the related research, 

experimental design, and experimental results. 

The domain name is one of the essential identity characteristics of the website. The 

main goal of our research is to use the characteristics of domain names to find undetected 

illegal websites. Currently, illegal domain name mining is not accurate and efficient. 

Therefore, the primary purpose of this paper is to study a method for generating illegal 

domain names accurately and efficiently through illegal domain name structures. 
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2. Related Research 

In terms of websites, Luca Invernizzi et al. [2] proposed a method for effectively search-

ing illegal web pages by analyzing the redirection behavior between illegal web pages and 

applying the heuristic search algorithm to web crawlers. Wang Qingguang et al. [3] actively 

discovered and identified pornographic, violent, reactionary, and other harmful websites in 

the network according to the link relationship between illegal webpages, combined with 

web crawler technology and content security filtering technology. 

In terms of DNS, Sato et al. [4] observed DNS data and found that illegal domain 

names belonging to the same malware family were often resolved by the same host at the 

same time, and thus proposed an evaluation method based on the co-occurrence relation-

ship of domain names. The degree of co-occurrence of listed domains with unknown do-

mains, discovering new illegal domains that are not on the blacklist. Guerid et al. [5] found 

that botnets tend to have a community structure by analyzing DNS traffic, thus proposed 

a new botnet discovery method, identifying bot communities composed of hosts with sim-

ilar malicious behaviors through DNS traffic, and correlating each community traffic to 

identify malicious servers controlling these hosts. Aiming at the unrobust problem of us-

ing local features of DNS data, Issa Khalil et al. [6] proposed a complementary method to 

discover and analyze the global association between domains, establish meaningful asso-

ciations between domains, and infer whether unknown domains are illegal. 

In terms of domain name generation, after a lot of research, domain name structure 

is one of the critical factors affecting the effectiveness and accuracy of domain name gen-

eration. Considering the factors of domain name structure, the primary process of illegal 

domain name generation includes data collection, structure analysis, classification, and 

generation of several steps. Yuan Chen et al. [7] proposed a method to generate DGA var-

iant samples for the illegal domain name data collection and structure analysis process. 

This method defines the domain name encoder and decoder based on the ASCII encoding 

method, trains the generative confrontation network to construct the domain name char-

acter generator, and thus predicts the DGA variant samples belonging to the same family. 

Regarding the illegal domain name classification, Yanan Cheng et al. [8] analyzed illegal 

domain name data sets, customized illegal domain name similarity rules, and classified 

illegal domain names using the structural similarity between illegal domain names. In 

terms of illegal domain name generation, Yanan Cheng et al. [9] proposed a method to 

proactively discover illegal domain names. Samuel Marchal et al. [10] use natural lan-

guage modeling techniques to build a proactive blacklist and effectively learn illegal do-

main names in the network. Bi Xiaotao [11] by extracting 56 data features in five catego-

ries, including domain name text and lexical grammar, proposed a data optimization 

method based on the degree of feature anomaly and constructed a variety of differentiated 

unlabeled real-network DNS traffic data sets. Aiming at the slow detection speed of main-

stream illegal domain name detection algorithms, Zhang Weiwei et al. [12] proposed a 

lightweight domain name detection algorithm based on morpheme features. According 

to the structural characteristics of illegal domain names, only mining domain name mor-

pheme features can quickly detect illegal domain names. 

According to relevant research, there are many ways to discover illegal domain 

names. There are also studies on the discovery and generation of illegal domain names 

based on domain name structure. In terms of generation efficiency and accuracy, the re-

sults are not ideal. Furthermore, the existing illegal domain name generation methods 

only generate specific types of illegal domain names and cannot be applied to other kinds 

of illegal domain name generation. Therefore, this paper designs and implements a set of 

illegal domain name generation algorithms based on similar names, which are applied to 

generate various types of illegal domain names. The comparison of existing approaches 

and proposed approaches was shown as Table 1. 
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Table 1. Comparison of existing approaches and proposed approaches. 

No. 
Improvement Direc-

tion 
Existing Approaches Proposed Approaches 

1 

Mining for different 

types of illegal domain 

names 

The existing illegal domain name 

mining method is only for the 

specific illegal type of domain 

name mining. 

The illegal domain names with similar names are 

gathered in the same cluster by clustering. Then dif-

ferent clusters are trained so that illegal domain 

names with different characteristics can be better 

mined. 

2 

The coverage of illegal 

domain names mined 

is not broad enough 

The obtained illegal domain 

name is limited to a certain area 

of the domain name space. 

Therefore, global information 

about illegal domain names can-

not be obtained. Therefore, the 

obtained illegal domain name 

cannot be reused and further 

mined. 

The potential illegal domain names scattered in 

many corners of domain name space can be mined 

effectively by using the adversarial generation net-

work method to obtain more comprehensive illegal 

domain names. 

3 Algorithm efficiency  

In the existing illegal domain 

name enumeration algorithm, 

although the number of genera-

tions is large, the effective con-

centration is low, and the gener-

ation time is too long. 

The clustering algorithm is used to form different 

types of illegal domain name clusters so as to reduce 

the generation of invalid domain names in the gener-

ation process. At the same time, the adversarial gen-

eration network is used to reduce the gradient disap-

pearance or gradient explosion caused by feature ex-

traction and thus reduce the training time. 

3. Algorithm Design and Process 

To solve the problem that the existing illegal domain name generation algorithms are 

only practical for specific types, this chapter designs a comprehensive generation algo-

rithm. The algorithm realizes the generation of new domain names from unknown space 

through domain name structure similarity. 

This algorithm includes two stages: illegal domain name clustering and illegal do-

main name generating. The algorithm first uses the Mini-Batch K-means algorithm to clus-

ter illegal domain names with high feature similarities. Then use these clusters as the train-

ing data to design and train SeqGAN. Finally, a batch of potentially illegal domain names 

can be obtained by bringing actual data into the generated SeqGAN model. This is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Generation algorithms process. 
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This chapter discusses the implementation process of the illegal domain name gen-

eration algorithm. Furthermore, sets the enumeration method as the control group to ver-

ify the effectiveness of this generation algorithm. 

3.1. Domain Name Coding and Decoding Method 

To convert the domain name and the input and output forms accepted by the net-

work, the encoding and decoding method of the domain name is designed according to 

the structural characteristics of the domain name. The specific implementation steps are 

as follows: 

(1) Coding method 

Encoding is the process of converting a domain name into a network-acceptable do-

main vector form. Each domain name level consists of letters a~z, numbers 0~9, and a 

hyphen -. All the top-level domains and empty characters appearing in the data set form 

a domain name character table, and then number each character in the table. Complete 

the domain name with empty characters to the specified length, and convert all the char-

acters in the completed domain name into character numbers to obtain a domain name 

vector composed of character numbers. 

(2) Decoding method 

Decoding is converting the domain name vector output by the generator into a do-

main name. Find the corresponding character in the domain name character table accord-

ing to the character number in the domain name vector, obtain a domain name string of a 

specified length, and remove the null character at the end of the string to obtain the do-

main name. 

3.2. Illegal Domain Name Clustering 

Illegal domain names of the same type have similarities in structure. To divide illegal 

domain names belonging to different name types, the Mini-Batch K-means algorithm [13] 

is a practical choice for clustering illegal domain names. Mini-Batch K-means is a deriva-

tive algorithm of K-means, which usually appears in large-scale data of more than 10,000 
[14]. 

Extracting the features of illegal domain names is an essential step before clustering. 

This experiment uses different methods to extract top-level and second-level domain 

name features. 

• Second-level Domain Name Characterization 

For the second-level domain, string 𝑠 obtains all substrings with a length of 𝑛, and 

counts the frequency of the substrings. After removing substrings with low frequency, the 

remaining substrings construct into a substring list 𝑆. Initialize a zero vector 𝑍 of the 

length of the substring list, and set the 𝑖𝑡ℎ component 𝑍𝑖 in the vector 𝑍. 𝑍𝑖 is the num-

ber of occurrences of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ substring (𝑖𝑡ℎ substring ∈ S) in the string 𝑠. The vector 𝑍 is 

the n-gram feature of the string 𝑠. After many tests, the 3-g feature can cause the best 

clustering effect. 

• Top-level Domain Name Characterization 

Extract all top-level domain names to form a top-level domain list T after deduplica-

tion. For the top-level domain name 𝑡, its feature vector 𝑍 (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ[𝑍] = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ[𝑇]) is in-

itialized as a zero vector. Set 𝑍𝑖 to 1 and the other components to 0. (𝑡 = 𝑇[𝑖]) 𝑍 is the 

feature vector of 𝑡 which is encoded by one-hot. 

The clustering purpose of the Mini-Batch K-means algorithm is to find the set 𝐶 of 

cluster centers by minimizing the objective function. Its calculation formula is shown in 

Formula (1): 
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𝐼 = ∑‖𝑓(𝐶, 𝑥) − 𝑥‖

𝑥∈𝑇

2

 (1) 

In the formula, means to return the cluster center 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 closest to the feature vector 

of the illegal domain name. 

Euclidean distance is used as the distance calculation formula between domain name 

feature vectors. 

 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = √∑ (𝑥𝑖
𝑙 − 𝑥𝑗

𝑙)2𝑚
𝑙=1   (2) 

In the formula, 𝑑𝑖𝑗  represents the Euclidean distance between the 𝑖𝑡ℎ domain name 

feature vector and the 𝑗𝑡ℎ domain name feature vector. 

The optimal K value can be selected by reference to the sum of the squares of the 

distance between the sample and the nearest cluster center. In this chapter, the elbow 

method is used to select the optimal number of clusters K. The core idea is that as the 

number of clusters K increases when K is smaller than the real number of clusters, the 

increase in K will greatly increase. Increase the degree of aggregation of each cluster, so 

the sum of the squares I of the distance between the sample and the nearest cluster center 

will decrease greatly, and the K value I will continue to increase, and the K value will be 

the best when I is the smallest. 

𝐼 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜇𝑗∈𝐶

𝑛
𝑖=1 (‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇𝑗‖

2
)  (3) 

In the formula, I is the sum of the squares of the distance between the sample and the 

nearest cluster center, 𝑛 is the total number of samples, 𝑥𝑖 is the feature vector of the 𝑖 

sample, and 𝜇𝑗 is the cluster center of cluster 𝐶. 

The basic steps of the Mini-Batch K-means algorithm are as follows: 

(1) Randomly extract a fixed-size collection of illegal domain names from the data set 𝑇 

to form a small batch and cluster the small batches through the K-means algorithm 

to construct initial K clusters; 

(2) Continue randomly extracting a fixed-size set of illegal domain names from the data 

set 𝑇 to form a small batch; 

(3) For each illegal domain named in the small batch, calculate the Euclidean distance 

between 𝑑 and each cluster center, assign 𝑑 to the nearest cluster 𝐶, and calculate 

the mean value of 𝑑 and other illegal domain names 𝑑 in C to update the cluster C 

class center; 

(4) Use the elbow method to select the optimal number of clusters K for this algorithm; 

(5) Steps (2) and (4) are iterated in a loop until the center point is stable or the number of 

iterations is reached, and the calculation operation is stopped. 

3.3. Illegal Domain Name Generating 

The problem of illegal domain name generating can be viewed as a sequence predic-

tion problem. This paper uses the SeqGAN [15] to train the generation model. The struc-

tural diagram of the SeqGAN is shown in Figure 2. 

SeqGAN is a model generator as stochastic policies in reinforcement learning. It uses 

Monte Carlo search to pass the reward signal output by the discriminator back to the in-

termediate state step. This method can bypass the generator differentiation problem and 

directly execute the gradient update strategy so that the network can generate discrete 

sequences well. Therefore, SeqGAN generates illegal domain names that exist in the un-

known domain name space. The SeqGAN in this section comprises a generator based on 

the gated recurrent unit (GRU) layer and a discriminator based on the character-level lan-

guage model [16]. The generator aims to generate fake samples close to real samples, and 

GRU is a variant network of the recurrent neural network [17] (RNN). Adding a GRU 
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layer can improve the sequence prediction ability of the generator. The discriminator aims 

to identify whether an input sample is a real sample or not. The character-level language 

model uses the convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract the features of the se-

quence at the character level to achieve classification, and the use of the character-level 

language model can improve the ability of the discriminator to classify language samples. 

 

Figure 2. SeqGAN structure. 

SeqGAN is a brand-new network born from the combination of GAN and reinforce-

ment learning ideas. GAN has two problems when dealing with discrete sequences. One 

is that the loss gradient obtained by the discriminator cannot effectively update the gen-

erator’s parameters, and the other is that it cannot evaluate the quality of the current vo-

cabulary and its impact on subsequent vocabulary generation. SeqGAN solves the first 

problem by introducing the idea of Policy Gradient, using the reward of each step as feed-

back to update the generator parameters, bypassing the gradient calculation. The Monte 

Carlo search method is used to obtain the reward of the generated sequence at each step, 

which solves the second problem. 

The goal of SeqGAN is to generate a sequence close to the sample’s true distribution, 

and its generator’s goal is to maximize the expectation of the reward obtained by gener-

ating the sequence. The expression of the objective function is shown in Formula (4): 

𝐽(𝜃) = ∑ 𝐺𝜃(𝑦𝑡|𝑌1:𝑡−1) ⋅ 𝑄𝐷𝜙

𝐺𝜃 (𝑌1:𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡)𝑦𝑡∈𝜐   (4) 

𝐺𝜃: Generator; 

𝐷∅: Discriminator; 

V: Vocabulary; 

𝑦𝑡 : Word generated in the 𝑡𝑡ℎ step; 

𝑌1:𝑡−1: Sequence formed by the words generated in the previous t − 1 step. 

𝐺𝜃(𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌1:𝑇−1): Probability value of generating the 𝑡𝑡ℎ word as 𝑦𝑡  when the previous t −

1 words have been generated. 

𝑄𝐷∅

𝐺𝜃(𝑌1:𝑡−1, 𝑦1): Existing sequence 𝑌1:𝑡−1. 

𝑄𝐷𝜙

𝐺𝜃 (𝑌1:𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡) = {

1

𝑁
∑ 𝐷𝜙(𝑌1:𝑇

𝑛 ), 𝑌1:𝑇
𝑛 ∈ 𝑀𝐶𝐺𝜃(𝑌1:𝑡; 𝑁)     𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑡 < 𝑇𝑁

𝑛=1

𝐷𝜙(𝑌1:𝑡)                                             𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑡 = 𝑇
  (5) 
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For the generated sequence 𝑌1:𝑡−1, if the next word 𝑦𝑡  is the last word in the sequence, 

the output probability of the discriminator for the input sequence 𝑌1:𝑡  is 𝑄𝐷∅

𝐺𝜃(𝑌1:𝑡−1, 𝑦1). 

Otherwise, start sampling from the next position of the current position through a Monte 

Carlo search, complete the content after 𝑦𝑡 , and obtain all possible sequences 𝑌1:𝑡, calculate 

the output probabilities of these complete sequences through the discriminator and calcu-

late the average as 𝑄𝐷∅

𝐺𝜃(𝑌1:𝑡−1, 𝑦1). See Formula (5) for the calculation: 

N: Number of completed complete sequences. 

𝐷∅: Discriminator. 

𝐺𝜃: Generator. 

T: Length of the complete sequence. 

𝑌1:𝑡
𝑛 : Complete sequence at the 𝑛𝑡ℎ completion. 

𝑀𝐶𝐺𝜃(𝑌1:𝑡 , 𝑁): Possible complete sequences obtained by Monte Carlo search. 

𝑌1:𝑇−1: Sequence of words generated in the previous t − 1 steps. 

3.3.1. Generator Design 

The generator [18] is designed based on the GRU layer and consists of a three-layer 

neural network, including an embedding layer with a dimension of 32, a GRU layer with 

an initial hidden state of 32, and a fully connected layer whose output dimension is the 

size of a domain name character list. 

The generator aims to generate domain name vectors close to real domain name vec-

tors so that the discriminator cannot distinguish real domain name vectors from generated 

domain name vectors. The first layer of the embedding layer accepts an integer domain 

name character number input and outputs a fixed-size and meaningful embedding vector. 

Each vector component is a constant real value, describing the domain name from differ-

ent aspects. The second layer of GRU is a variant network of recurrent neural networks 

(RNN), which can effectively solve the problem of long-distance dependence that RNNs 

cannot handle. At the same time, it accepts the input of the feature vector at the last mo-

ment and outputs the character information of the domain name at the next moment. The 

third fully connected layer converts the output of the second layer into a vector output of 

the size of the domain name character table; finally, the actual number vector output by 

the third layer is converted into a logarithmic probability distribution output through 

LogSoftMax [19]. 

The structure diagram of the generator is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Generator design. 
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The specific steps for the generator to generate a batch of domain name vectors are 

as follows: 

(1) First, a batch of initial character numbers is selected from the set of numbers corre-

sponding to letters and numbers by pseudo-random seeds, and the batch size is 

batch_size, which is input to the embedding layer; 

(2) The GRU layer obtains a 1 × batch_size × 32 tensor according to the input embed-

ding feature, which contains information to predict the next batch of character num-

bers, and outputs it to the fully connected layer; 

(3) The fully connected layer and LogSoftMax convert the above tensor into 

batch_size × num_chars output, take the index and convert it into the probability dis-

tribution of the next batch of character numbers, where num_chars num_chars is the 

size of the domain name character table; 

(4) Each line of the above output is the probability distribution of the next character 

number, and the character number with the highest probability in each line is selected 

as the next character number to obtain the next batch of character numbers. This 

batch of character numbers is used as the new input of the generator; 

(5) Repeat steps (2)~(5) until the current character number is the last character number 

of the specified domain name length, arrange the character numbers generated in 

each step in the order of generation to form a domain name vector, and obtain a batch 

of generated domain name vectors. 

3.3.2. Discriminator Design 

The discriminator is designed based on a character-level language model. The model 

first extracts the character-level features of the domain name through a convolution and 

pooling combination layer containing 20 2 × 2 filters and 10 3 × 3 filters [20], where the 

output dimension of the convolution layer is 32. Then a two-layer highway network is 

used to alleviate the problem of gradient disappearance or gradient explosion caused by 

feature extraction and deepening of the network. Finally, the classification of true and 

false domain name vectors is realized by two layers of fully connected layers. 

The structural diagram of the discriminator is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Structure diagram of discriminator. 

The discriminator aims to distinguish whether or not the input domain name vector 

is a real domain name vector. The process of the discriminator to discriminate a batch of 

input domain name vectors is as follows: 

(1) First input a batch of domain name vectors to the embedding layer, and obtain a 

batch_size × seq_len × 32embedding tensor, where batch_size is the batch size, and 

seq_len is the maximum length of the domain name; 
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(2) The above-embedded tensor extracts the 2-g and 3-g features of the domain name 

through the convolution and pooling combination layer and outputs aleatch_size ×

num_featurs × 1 feature tensor, where num_featurs is the number of extracted fea-

tures; 

(3) Then slow down the gradient problem of the deep neural network through the high-

way network, and output a batch of domain name feature vectors; 

(4) Finally, the domain name feature vector fully connected layer is used to obtain the 

probability output of this batch of domain name vectors. When the probability value 

exceeds 0.5, it is a real domain name vector. Otherwise, it is determined as a gener-

ated domain name vector to realize the identification of the authenticity of this batch 

of domain name vectors. 

3.3.3. SeqGAN Training 

The clusters of illegal domain names obtained by illegal domain names clustering are 

used as experimental data. Divide 50,000 illegal domain names into 40,000 training data 

and 10,000 test data. The training data are used to train the generator and the discrimina-

tor to make it work better. The test data only show the change in the discriminator’s dis-

crimination ability during the training process and does not participate in the network 

training. 

The basic steps of sequence confrontation generative network training are as follows: 

(1) Initialize the generator and discriminator parameters; 

(2) Minimize the maximum likelihood loss pre-training generator by Adam optimizer. 

Use the generator to generate some fake domain name vectors mixed with real do-

main name vectors and input them into the discriminator, and minimize the cross 

entropy through the AdaGrad optimizer to pre-train the discriminator; 

(3) Use the generator to generate some fake domain name vectors and mix them with 

the actual domain name vectors and input them into the discriminator to obtain re-

ward signals for these domain name vectors; 

(4) Use Monte Carlo search to pass the reward signal output by the discriminator back 

to the intermediate state step to calculate the loss of these domain name vectors gen-

erated by the generator and update the network parameters of the generator through 

the Adam optimizer; 

(5) Use the generator to generate fake domain name vectors, mix them with real domain 

name vectors, and input them into the discriminator. Using cross entropy as the loss 

function, calculate the loss of the discriminator to identify these domain name vec-

tors, and update the network parameters of the discriminator through the AdaGrad 

optimizer; 

(6) Repeat steps (3)~(5) until the maximum number of iterations is reached or the se-

quence confrontation network tends to be stable. 

3.4. Illegal Domain Name Enumeration 

The enumeration method is used as a comparison method in this chapter to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the generation algorithm. 

The enumeration method introduces wildcards and indicators to define characters or 

strings in illegal domain names. The wildcards include the top-level domain wildcard “@” 

(which can enumerate the top-level domains in the top-level domain list), the alphabetic 

wildcard “*” (which can enumerate 26 lowercase letters), and the numeric wildcard “#” 

(which can enumerate the numbers 0~9), the valid character wildcard “$” (a~z0~9- can be 

enumerated). Indicators include the addition indicator “+” (indicating that a domain name 

inserts a character at any position in the second-level domain), the deletion indicator “-” 

(indicating that a character is deleted at any position in the second-level domain), and the 

continuation indicator “&” (indicating consecutive enumerations of the same character). 
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The domain name 𝑑 is composed of the second-level domain 𝑝 and the top-level 

domain t, 𝑝𝑖  represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ character of the second-level domain, and 𝑝𝑖𝑗  represents 

the substring formed from the 𝑖𝑡ℎ  position to the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ  position in the second-level do-

main. 

(1) If 𝑡1 ≠ 𝑡2 and 𝑝1 = 𝑝2, then 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are similar. 

(2) If 𝑡1 = 𝑡2, length [𝑝1] = length [𝑝2] and 𝑝1
𝑖𝑗

≠ 𝑝2
𝑖𝑗 , each character of 𝑝𝑖𝑗  is the same, 

and 𝑗 − 𝑖 + 1 does not exceed 3, then 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are similar. 

(3) If 𝑡1 = 𝑡2, length [𝑝1] = length [𝑝2], and the number of characters in the corresponding 

positions is not more than 2, then 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are similar. 

(4) If 𝑡1 = 𝑡2, the lengths of the second-level domains differ by one, and they are the same 

after one editing operation, then 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are similar. 

3.5. Results Comparison Method 

To better compare the effects of the illegal domain name generation algorithm and 

the enumeration method, the experiment introduces concentration and extension [21] to 

measure the pros and cons of the algorithm. 

N: The number of initial illegal domain names; 

𝑀: The number of domain names that are generated through the illegal domain 

name generation algorithm; 

𝑉: The number of valid domain names; 

𝐼: The number of illegal domain names; 

𝐶: The concentration; 

𝐶′: The effective concentration; 

𝐷: The expansion degree; 

S: The sample silhouette coefficient; 

Accuracy: Accuracy refers to the proportion of correctly classified samples in all samples. 

Concentration refers to the proportion of illegal domain names in the generated do-

main names, reflecting the algorithm’s generation effect. The calculation of the concentra-

tion is shown in Formula (6): 

𝐶 =
𝐼

𝑀
 (6) 

Effective concentration refers to the proportion of illegal domain names in the gener-

ated valid domain names. See Formula (7) for the calculation of effective concentration: 

𝐶′ =
𝐼

𝑉
  (7) 

The degree of expansion refers to the average number of new illegal domain names 

that can be obtained based on the existing illegal domain name. See Formula (8) for the 

calculation of expansion degree: 

D = 
𝐼

𝑁
  (8) 

The calculation of the sample silhouette coefficient is shown in Formula (9): 

𝑆 =
𝑏−𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑎,𝑏)
  (9) 

Accuracy refers to the proportion of correctly classified samples in all samples, which 

reflects the quality of the classification results from an overall level. The higher the accu-

racy, the better the classification effect. The calculation formula is shown in Formula (10): 
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𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
  (10) 

𝑇𝑃 represents the number of positive samples predicted as positive samples. 

𝐹𝑁 represents the number of positive samples predicted as negative samples. 

𝐹𝑃 represents the number of negative samples predicted as positive samples. 

𝑇𝑁 represents the number of negative samples predicted as negative samples. 

4. Experimental Result 

The generation algorithm uses the 750,000 marked illegal domain names and com-

pares them with the existing enumeration methods to obtain the result improvement and 

optimization degree results. 

4.1. Illegal Domain Name Clustering Result 

Using the Mini-Batch K-means clustering method, the sum of squared distances cor-

responding to different cluster numbers is calculated. The corresponding sum of squared 

distances varies with the number of clusters, as shown in Figure 5. The abscissa represents 

the number of clusters, and the ordinate represents the sum of squared distances. 

 

Figure 5. The sum of squared distances corresponding to different cluster numbers. 

Through the above experiment process, we obtained a series of results of the classifi-

cation effect of the number of clusters. We found that the clustering effect is the best when 

the number of clusters is 15. 

The classification result introduces the sample set’s silhouette coefficient [22] to 

measure the quality of the unsupervised clustering result. Its value range is [−1, 1]. When 

the value is negative, more clusters are assigned to errors, and the clustering effect is not 

ideal. On the contrary, when its value is positive, the larger the value, the closer the dis-

tance between samples of the same category. The farther the distance between samples of 

different categories, the better the clustering effect. 

Among them, the average distance between sample a and other samples b in the 

same cluster is the minimum average distance between samples and samples in different 

clusters. 

When the optimal value is 15, the silhouette coefficient of the sample set is 0.4, indi-

cating that the clustering effect is ideal and the illegal domain names in the same cluster 

are relatively similar. 
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4.2. Illegal Domain Name Generating Result 

One hundred thousand illegal domain names are randomly selected from the largest 

illegal domain name cluster obtained by illegal domain name clustering as experimental 

data. The 50,000 illegal domains were divided into 40,000 training data and 10,000 test 

data. The training data are used to train the generator and discriminator to work better. 

The test data only show the change in discriminator discrimination ability during training 

and does not participate in the network training. 

After several experimental attempts, the input batch size is set to 256, the learning 

rate is set to 0.01, the generator is pre-trained 30 times, and the discriminator is pre-trained 

20 times. When the generator and the discriminator can generate samples and distinguish 

between true and false samples, let the discriminator and generator confront training 50 

times. In each confrontation process, a discriminator is trained after every six steps of gen-

erator training, and the ability of the discriminator to distinguish actual samples from 

generated samples is tested using test data Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Classification accuracy of the discriminator. 

As shown in Figure 6, after 20 rounds of pre-training, the accuracy rate of the dis-

criminator for distinguishing true and false samples increased from 55% to 83%. The ac-

curacy rate increased rapidly in the first 12 rounds and showed a slow growth trend after 

12 rounds. It shows that after pre-training, the discriminator already has a particular abil-

ity to distinguish true and false samples. However, after 25 rounds of pre-training, the 

discrimination ability of the discriminator cannot be significantly improved, and it is nec-

essary to enter the confrontation training stage to further improve the accuracy of the dis-

criminator. Among them, accuracy refers to the proportion of correctly classified samples 

in all samples, which reflects the quality of the classification results from an overall level. 

The higher the accuracy, the better the classification effect. 

The accuracy rate of the discriminator during the confrontation training process 

changes with the number of confrontations as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. The accuracy of the discriminator during the confrontation training process changes with 

the number of confrontations. 

As shown in Figure 7, the accuracy rate of the discriminator increased rapidly during 

the first 16 rounds of training until the 15th round rose to the highest accuracy of about 

86%. After that, the performance of the discriminator dropped rapidly until the 30th 

round dropped to a minimum accuracy of about 50%. During the next 20 confrontational 

training rounds, the discriminator accuracy fluctuated around 50%. Since the discrimina-

tor has an advantage early in the confrontation, the ability to distinguish real and fake 

samples is still improving. Then in the mid-term of the confrontation, the generator began 

to have an advantage, and the ability of the discriminator to distinguish true and false 

samples began to decrease gradually. Hence, the accuracy rate began to decline gradually. 

Finally, in the late stage of the confrontation, the generator can generate nearly actual 

samples. However, the discrimination cannot distinguish whether the samples are actual 

or generated and can only guess randomly. Therefore, the accuracy rate fluctuates around 

0.55, and the sequence confrontation generation network has stabilized. 

4.3. Generate Algorithm Results Comparison 

The experiments of the illegal domain name generation algorithm and illegal domain 

name enumeration algorithm were carried out three times. The results are as follows: 

In Experiment 1, SeqGAN trained from 40,000 illegal domain names continuously 

generated 100 batches of domain name sets, each of which contained 256 domain names, 

and the domain names in the same batch were not repeated. Training took almost 12 h 

and generation took 33 s. 

As shown in Figure 8, the proportion of illegal domain names in each batch of domain 

name collections is similar. Each batch of generated domain names contains 61 new illegal 

domain names, with an average concentration of 23.82%, and a maximum of 82 new illegal 

domain names can be generated in one batch, with a maximum concentration of 32.03%. 

The proportion of illegal domain names in a batch of domain names generated by the 

illegal domain name generation algorithm is relatively stable. 
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Figure 8. Histogram of batch number and concentration. 

On average, each generated batch-sized domain name set contains 62.5% of invalid 

domain names (2.73% of non-standard domain names and 59.77% of unregistered domain 

names) and 37.5% of valid domain names. Therefore, this article counts the proportion of 

illegal domain names in the generated influential domain names, the effective concentra-

tion, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Histogram of batch number and effective concentration. 

As shown in Figure 9, the average effective concentration is 63.54%, and the highest 

effective concentration reaches 84.42%. It can be seen that the effective concentration of 

the illegal domain name generation algorithm is relatively high. Since the domain name 

validity verification speed is much faster than the domain name illegality verification 

speed, this algorithm can greatly shorten the time to obtain illegal domain names. 

In Experiment 2, SeqGAN trained from 40,000 illegal domain names continuously 

generated multiple batches of illegal domain names until 1,980,000 unique domain names 

were obtained, with 265 domain names in each batch, and the domain names in the same 

batch were not repeated. It took 8 h to train and 2 h to generate, for a total of 10 h. 

With the increase in the number of generated unique domain names, the number of 

new illegal domain names contained in them is also increasing, as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Changes in the number of new illegal domain names included when different numbers 

of domain names are generated. 

As shown in Figure 10, when the number of generated domain names reaches 

1,980,000, the new illegal domain names contained in it are about 300,034. The concentra-

tion is 15.15%, and the expansion degree is 7.5. It can be seen that when the number of 

generated domain names continues to increase, the illegal domain name generation algo-

rithm can obtain more than 350,000 illegal domain names, which proves the effectiveness 

of the illegal domain name generation algorithm. 

As shown in Figure 11, observing the number of batches required to generate 27,000 

new domain names for the first time, the batches required to generate the same number 

of new domain names are getting larger and larger. It shows that the illegal domain name 

generation algorithm cannot generate new domain names infinitely. There is an upper 

bound on the number of unique domain names generated. The number of illegal domain 

names the illegal domain name generation algorithm can expand through 40,000 illegal 

domain name information is limited. 

 

Figure 11. Changes in the number of batches required to generate the same number of new domain 

names. 

Based on the above two experimental results, it is found that the illegal domain name 

generation algorithm can expand more than 300,000 illegal domain names through 40,000 

illegal domain name information, and the expansion degree is more significant than 7.5. 
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When the algorithm generates 1,980,000 domain names, the number of illegal domain 

names obtained is about 300,034, with a concentration of 15.15%. In addition, for each 

batch of domain names generated, the number of illegal domain names is relatively stable 

and covers various illegal types such as gambling, pornography, and fraud. The average 

concentration of the algorithm is 23.82%, and the average effective concentration is 

63.54%. 

In Experiment 3, using the illegal domain name algorithm based on the similarity in 

names to enumerate all domain names that may be similar to the 40,000 illegal domain 

names in the experiment, the enumeration took nearly 96 h. 

The illegal domain name enumeration algorithm enumerates 3,003,040 domain 

names, including 1,501,529 valid domain names and 1,501,511 invalid domain names. The 

valid domain names include 300,023 illegal names, with a concentration of about 10%, an 

adequate concentration of about 20%, and an expansion degree of 7.5. 

According to the results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 3, the performance com-

parison table of the illegal domain name generation algorithm and IDSN algorithm in 

various aspects is obtained. As shown in Table 2, the concentration and efficiency in the 

table are calculated when the two algorithms generate 300,000 domain names. The illegal 

domain name generation algorithm is superior to the IDSN algorithm in terms of effi-

ciency, concentration, expansion, and coverage of illegal domain names. 

Table 2. Performance comparison table of the algorithm and illegal domain name enumeration al-

gorithm in various aspects. 

Performance 
Illegal Domain Name 

Generation Algorithm 

Illegal Domain Name 

Enumeration Algorithm 
Comparison Results 

Efficiency (hour) 10 96 −86 

Concentration (%) 15.15 10 +4.16 

Extensibility (individual) >7.5 7.5 Larger 

Coverage (ten thousand) >30 30 More extensive 

To sum up, the illegal domain name generation algorithm based on the similarity of 

names proposed in this paper has a certain validity, stability, and superiority. 

In Experiment 1, through SeqGAN concatenation generation 100 domain names, each 

next 256 domain names, guaranteed each next non-repetition. 

In Experiment 2, SeqGAN concatenation generated 1.98 million unique region 

names. 

Based on the above results, or the parameters of the algorithm such as extension de-

gree and concentration. 

In Experiment 3, pass through base names similar to non-jurisdictional names single-

level arithmetic, single-level homologous quantitative domain names, attainment degree 

sum expansion degree, etc. 

Due to this, the actual result can only be compared to the actual test 1, the combined 

result is the 3rd comparison. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper designs and implements an illegal domain name generation algorithm 

based on domain name structure. According to the similarity between illegal domain 

name structures, new illegal domain names are actively found from the unknown domain 

space. Therefore, it can effectively solve the problem that the existing illegal domain name 

generation methods are only effective for specific types of illegal domain names and can-

not be extended to other types. Experimental results show that every batch of 265 domain 

names generated by the algorithm contains 61 new illegal domain names, the average 

concentration is 23.82%, and the generation effect is relatively stable. After clustering, the 

feature of 40,000 illegal domain names in the largest cluster is selected, and the algorithm 
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obtains 300,034 new illegal domain names by generating 1,980,000 domain names. Cur-

rently, the concentration is 15.15%, and the expansion is 7.5, indicating that new illegal 

domain names can be effectively generated. Compared with the illegal domain name enu-

meration algorithm based on similar names, the illegal domain name generation algo-

rithm performs better in terms of efficiency, concentration, expansion, and coverage. It 

can be concluded that the illegal domain name generation algorithm has more stability, 

effectiveness, and superiority. This research mainly aims to generate illegal websites based 

on the characteristics of domain names. In the future, we will add other attributes and char-

acteristics of illegal websites to enhance the breadth of features. Integrate various website 

characteristics and attributes to improve the efficiency of illegal website generation. 
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